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Program

Bamaya                                      Dagomba
African Drumming and Dance Ensemble

Gahu                                        Ewe
ICSM Seminar Class

Bo BoBo                                      Ewe
African Drumming and Dance Ensemble
Michael Stern, Trumpet

Sinta                                        Nigeria
ICSM Seminar Class

Sunu/African Voices                          Mali
African Drumming and Dance Ensemble

Kpanlongo                                    Ga
ICSM Seminar Class

Nagla                                       Dagomba
African Drumming and Dance Ensemble

Sa                                          Nigeria
ICSM Seminar Class

Fume Fume                                    Ga
African Drumming and Dance Ensemble
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African Drumming and Dance

Hannah Abrams                  Ciara Lucas
Maeve Berry                    Brandon Mancuso
Emily Besea                    Bonnie Margolis
Matthew Byers                  Amelia Marino
Christopher Chi                Tatiana Mark
Jessica Conroy                 Christopher McKallen
Kyle Cottrell                  Chelsea Osterweil
Elijah Cronk                   Tara Perry
Natalie Dionne                 Alissa Pure
Rachel Dowd                    Courtney Regan
Brandon Ferreira               Michayla Savitt
Kaitlyn Folkes                 Jason Schoenfelder
Natalie Grande                 Alessandra Tantawi
Sierra Hart                    Amory Tetteh
Emily Heerd                    Michael Tkaczevski
Erika Hidalgo                  Veronika Todd
Anya (Ella) Kaiser             Kizito Umunakwe
Taylor Katanick                Luke Waldner
Nathaniel Krauss               Kirsten Wise
Marissa Levee                  
Jessica Lubas